In each 30-minute digital lesson, your child will learn math concepts through interactive videos with real teachers. As they solve problems, the Digital Lesson provides real-time math help.

Digital lessons are an independent learning experience. Sometimes your child may need a little help from you! Here are some ideas to spark conversation.

**Students should complete 4 digital lessons each week to stay on-track. Motivate effort by asking:**

“What is your lesson goal this week? Let’s track it together.”

“Show me the new badges you’ve earned.”

“Can you show me what strategies you’re working on?”

“Which teacher was in your video lessons today? What did they talk about?”

**Not a math teacher? That’s okay! Digital lessons provide built-in math instruction when kids need it. Build perseverance by asking:**

“Read the problem aloud again. What are they asking you to solve?”

“Are you stuck on this problem? It’s okay if you do not know the answer. Make your best guess and Zearn will help.”

“Have you rewatched the part of the lesson with the teacher? It’s okay to watch it again!”

“It’s okay to make a mistake, that’s how our brains get stronger.”

**Students likely know their way around a device. But they may need help:**

“The next activity is at the top of your screen. Click the start button.”

“The internet is slow right now so your work might not have saved — enter your answers again.”

“Everyone has computer issues sometimes. Log out and back in again, or restart the computer.”

“Try refreshing the browser.”